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[Mod] Keep up the good work.
112 upvotes | June 14, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

We are approaching 8,000 subscribers and you all have helped make this community one of the top
100 fastest growing subs on all of Reddit. As we continue to grow we are going to get more and more
noise, and it is up to the moderators, EC members, and everyone else to keep this place from losing
its signal. Reported comments are showing up regularly, and I am seeing several people calling out
rule violations. Continue reporting people who are plugged in and they will be handled, swiftly. For
that we thank you. I also wanted to take a minute to discuss Trigger Warnings. No, these aren't words
which are going to offend sensibilities - these are words and phrases which are going to get you
banned immediately.

Misogyny - Don't even type it, pretend it was removed from the English language. 99% of the
time it will just trigger my ban hammer because no one in here hates women, we hate feminists.
If we find out anyone in here truly hates women they will be removed with extreme prejudice,
and some already have been.
"As a woman..." No one here gives a fuck. Your advice is terrible and it is one of the main
reasons this community exists in the first place. This is one of those rare spaces where the fact
you have a vagina will work against you, instead of for you. Our experience based theories rely
heavily on what women respond to instead of what they say they respond to. This shouldn't
come as a surprise but the two rarely line up. You might be sitting there all calm and collected
while you utter some useless trope which sounds good, but the second some high value man
makes your pussy tingle all that nonsense goes right out of the window. Please spare us your
self-righteous indignation, or don't because seeing you blow up in modmail after we ban you
can be entertaining. Women don't take rejection very well, weird.
Concern trolling. "I feel this place is too bitter, inexperienced, <insert worthless stereotype
here>" If you have a valid concern use modmail, otherwise keep it to yourself. Instaban, no
questions asked.
Link/Comment baiting. We realize you probably think you're pretty clever, but I can assure you
there is nothing our moderators have not seen. We spend half our time on Reddit in your
comment history deciding whether you're a troll or not, and throwaway accounts are almost
universally banned at this point. If we see an abundance of RP buzz words in a situation that is
too good to be true, it probably is, and you're probably banned.

Now that the unpleasantness is out of the way. It is Friday so you better be heading towards a lifting
PR, reading up on RP/Game theory, closing one of the numbers you've recently acquired, or
rewarding a long week of work with some moderate self-indulgence - perhaps a new watch or sport
coat. If you're not doing any of these types of things get the hell off the internet and increase your
status. MAN UP.
Also, flair your threads appropriately.
-SoftHarem

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/mod-keep-up-the-good-work.4869
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[Mod] Official TRP series of threads.
14 upvotes | June 23, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Gentlemen,
It has come time to put our collective heads together and determine what topics we feel need to have
an "Official TRP" stamp on them, with the accompanying arguments. We will use this thread to
create a list, and then post a separate thread for each one. The best arguments for each topic will be
compiled and added to the side bar. This should be especially helpful to new members and should
help cut down on repetitive questions.
Examples: Sexual Strategy, Day or night game?, Online dating, Misogyny, Feminism, Behaviors of
men (Alpha, Beta, Sigma, Omega), Equality, etc.
So, without further ado let's get this list going...

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/mod-official-trp-series-of-threads.5051
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[Mod] Report threads that violate rules or are simply low
value.
55 upvotes | June 27, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

http://c.feministvictims.com/f
Rules are above - new members please familiarize yourself with them because this sub gets a lot of
traffic, a lot of trolls, and we tend to ban first and not even bother asking any questions later.
Now, if you see image links or video links with no accompanying text to spur discussion, please
report them. If you see any memes at all linked, please report them. Also, I am instituting a new rule
that we will no longer be allowing links to AdviceAnimals, and any of the popular Reddit trends will
be discouraged, deleted, or out right banned.
Le, gem, puns, white knighting, or any of the dumb beta shit Reddit is known for. Don't do it.
We're growing quickly, and this sub is not going to lose its focus so please use the report function on
any rule breaking or just generally low value threads. We are not going to turn into the opposite of
SRS and constantly post links about women behaving badly, sure, some are good to spur discussion
and validate our theories, but some of you are really reaching. Knock that shit off.
-SH

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/mod-report-threads-that-violate-rules-or-are.5126
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1h5lib/mod_report_threads_that_violate_rules_or_are/
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A movement?
41 upvotes | June 30, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Some of you are under the delusion that TRP is a movement, an army, a fraternity, or some kind of
support group. We don't have conferences, fundraisers, bro walks, or well funded RP organizations,
and we never will. The Red Pill, simply put, is information. Theroies, stories, anecdotal evidence,
peer reviewed studies, and most importantly - experience. Experience is the basis of this community.
We've experienced being mislead, misinformed, and flat out lied to. We've experienced pressure from
the media and our family to commit, and then with a little bit of research we learned what a raw deal
it really is. We've experienced manipulation, shame, guilt, and many tactics that people use to keep us
in our little box. We started asking some questions, and most of those questions were met with
hostility and insults. Through experience, biology, history, discussion in the sub, and evolutionary
psychology we are starting to develop some answers to these questions. The Red Pill is information.
What you do with that information is entirely up to you, but you are your own man, which means no
one really gives a shit about your struggles. If you want a loyal friend, get a dog, if you want the
brutal truth with little to no regard for your well being then TRP is the "community" for you.
I've seen multiple people calling TRP a movement and it makes me laugh. This is not a movement.
We're not social justice warriors and I would be insulted if anyone ever called me one. I'm just a man
who figured a few things out, determined a sexual strategy that works for the lifestyle I want to
pursue, went after it, and decided to share some of my wisdom. You're all my competition. You are
learning how to raise your SMV and internalize game which will actually help you take my plates
away, and you think I'm going to cheer you on? This is a war, gentlemen, and it is every man for
himself. The feminists won't stop until they have complete female supremacy, and they can subjugate
men as nothing more than worker class slaves for their husband: The State. I don't wish any of you ill
will, and I have made some friends because of this community, but that's where it ends. You are a
man, so go build your empire, but realize at the end of the day that you are ultimately on your own.
We weren't born with a welfare system between our legs so the only thing that separates you from the
other 3.5 billion assholes on this planet are the decisions you make. Get off your lazy ass, make some
better ones, and quit expecting a pat on the back every time you do.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/a-movement.5204
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1hdtne/a_movement/
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[Mod] Update your flair.
1 upvotes | July 3, 2013 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/RedPillWomen/mod-update-your-flair.164961
https://old.reddit.com/r/RedPillWomen/comments/1hjm9l/mod_update_your_flair/
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As The Harem Turns.
79 upvotes | July 7, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Back story: Currently in the midst of a career upgrade and will be traveling quite a bit for work.
When I get back to town I will be in a new tax bracket which means new toys, and new women.
Basically, I've been letting my plates spin down and crash, but decided to spin one more up for the
summer. The fact that I recently spent some time visiting my Aunt for the 4th and she shamed my
strategy of pursuing younger women may or may not have something to do with that. To be fair my
Aunt is fairly RP and feminine, but a bad divorce combined with having two daughters means the
feminine imperative will always rear its ugly head.
Aunt: How are things? You seeing anyone? Blahblahblah (My Aunt is best friends with my ex-
girlfriend's Aunt so she knows some of my dating history, and our families have been friends for
decades. There's no incest, we think.)
SH: Good good, just been dating a little here and there.
Aunt: Any of them going to make the cut? You ever going to start a family?
SH: No Aunt Name, I will not be having any children, or getting married. The social climate has
changed drastically and I cannot have what Grandpa had.
Aunt: That's too bad honey, you have to so much to offer as a father.
SH: I know, but it is just not a risk I am willing to take. Women and children are legal liabilities these
days.
Aunt: What are you going to do?
SH: Casually date 18-23 year olds for the rest of my life.
Aunt: That's disgusting.
SH: Why?
Aunt: Because I have daughters.
SH: I'm not dating your daughters.
Aunt: But you're dating somebody's daughter.
SH: I'm always dating somebody's daughter. <sly grin>
Aunt: Don't you want someone closer to your age? That way you have more to talk about.
SH: Not really. You know I've tried dating women my age and it just isn't worth it. They've been
through it all and the baggage shows with every year closer to 30. I don't really need to have deep
conversations about geopolitics with her. My priorities are how attractive she is and how pleasant she
is to be around, everything else is irrelevant.
Aunt: I guess, but that's still gross. You better not bring her around here! <laughs> She won't be
much older than your little cousins!
SH: I'm not real concerned with the family's approval. These women aren't going to be around long
enough regardless.
Aunt: <Shakes head and smiles> Alright honey.
Fast forward to last night and I head out to watch the fights (R.I.P. Silva) at one of my local watering

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/as-the-harem-turns.5345
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1ht4r8/as_the_harem_turns/
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holes and a very bubbly, feminine, and attractive blonde takes care of me.
Plate: Hi how are ya? Can I get you started with a drink?
SH: Iced tea and keep'em coming, and I think I am going to eat.
Plate: Need a menu?
SH: Nope, Shepherd's pie.
Plate: Alright I'll put that right in.
Smiles and steady eye contact right from the get go. I know I am going to be here for several hours as
it is around 7PM and the main event isn't going to be until midnight so I take it real slow. For the rest
of the night my Iced Tea rarely even hits halfway and we banter back and forth about the other
patrons. One of her tables has a bunch of HOO-RAH Marines who are randomly barking and just
being obnoxious. One of them ends up puking so she stops by and we bullshit some about that. She
sits down at one point and we talk about the fights as I had mentioned that's the main reason I was
here, and had her change the channel to the preliminaries on the TV closest to me.
SH: Big fight tonight. I'm pumped for Silva.
Plate: My ex-boyfriend did that whole cage fighting thing, so I actually know who Silva is!!
SH: Well, you should cheer for him because I am.
Plate: Definitely!!
A few hours go by of more back and forth and she sits down to chat yet again. This is where it gets
interesting. A very nice fella sits down next to her, introduces himself, offers a handshake and does
the "I have your hand so now you have to talk to me" routine. She immediately goes into full
rejection mode.
Beta: I'd love to take you out some time, yadda yadda, dinner, movie, etc.
Plate: I have a boyfriend.
Beta: Damage control, etc.
Plate: I have been cheated on by all of my boyfriends so I'm not ok with going out with other guys.
Beta: Ok
He leaves, she sits there and gives me the "OMG" look and I start laughing.
SH: Well, he gets an E for effort.
Plate: Yeah, E for effort is right.
SH: Well, at least he tried right?
Plate: Yeah... I guess.
We both laugh and she heads out again. I could just imagine that "nice guy" being me a decade earlier
and if I was a nice person I may have actually felt something watching him crash and burn. Based on
our conversation earlier I am fairly positive she does not, in fact, have a boyfriend. Not that it would
really matter anyway, but that is one less shit test to crush. Fights end, I'm pissed, so even though I do
not normally drink I order one anyway to mourn the end of Silva's dynasty. Plate sits down again to
chat.
SH: So I'm betting you don't actually have a boyfriend.
Plate: Nope.

https://theredarchive.com/
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SH: <Laughs> That felt like "I don't really have a boyfriend, but you're not going to be my boyfriend,
so I am going to tell you I have a boyfriend."
Plate: Exactly. My ex cheated on me and we broke up a while back and just recently stopped talking
so I am really just interested in focusing on me, some self-improvement is in order.
SH: I get it. I am kind of in a similar place because my ex was quite high maintenance and couldn't
deal with a man who actually has spine.
Shared sob stories and just a tiny bit of beta to establish rapport. Woe is us, our exes are evil. We
banter a little bit more and she heads off to eat a salad. Good girl. Half hour or so goes by and I am
ready to head out, so I decide to close it.
<Hands Plate my phone>
SH: Put your number in here. I know you said earlier you were in a weird space but I'm not really the
kind of guy to buy you flowers and take you out to dinner, but you seem cool and I like cool people.
By displaying that I have more options than the "nice guy" who hit on her just 30 minutes earlier I
have instantly piqued her interest, the hamster does the rest.
Plate: <Enters number in phone> You do seem cool and you're really easy to talk to.
I pay my tab, wish her well, and head on home.
About an hour or so later I send her a text.
SH: Plate, SH here. Figured I would shoot you a text so when you get a phone call this week it isn't
just some random number.
This is what is known as a "confirmation text" and it is very important to avoid the reset. If you're not
familiar with a reset it boils down to this. Women, especially attractive women get so much attention
your head would explode. After a decade+ of dating them I've seen it all. From the dozens of
messages they get daily on social media, texting, and in real life from orbiters and men hitting on
them constantly. My theory is that the reset is a coping mechanism. These broads are getting sensory
overload with all this attention, so their attention spans are very short and they tend to "reset" on what
seems like a daily basis. Anything that happened in the past is nearly forgotten and they tend to only
live in the moment. By sending the confirmation text I carve out a little bit of territory in her brain,
set the expectation for my next escalation, and avoid the reset. Now, I'm in my early 30's and have
some "old school" strategies that work for me. I despise using strictly text to communicate with
women because my sense of humor is extremely deadpan, sarcastic, and uses a lot of subtlety which
doesn't always translate well via text. I prefer phone calls, but do whatever works for you. Basically,
that will be the last text I send her until absolutely necessary for logistics.
Just got a reply a few hours ago.
Plate: Mkay. Lol your added SH! (:
A "Lol", the incorrect usage of you're, and a smilie. I <3 twenty year olds. Although, I really wish she
didn't have a bunch of visible tattoos. When are these dames going to learn you don't put bumper
stickers on a Ferrari? Ahh well, what are ya gonna do?
Conclusion: It doesn't matter if she has a boyfriend, tells some other guy she has a boyfriend, or is
actually married. If she is attracted enough to you she will do whatever you want. Raise your SMV,
learn to hold your space well and pace conversations. Escalate properly and never listen to what a
woman says, watch how she says it. She even caught me starting at her tits a few times and I would

https://theredarchive.com/
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just make eye contact and smile. None of it matters, none of it. Your attraction level dictates the vast
majority of how any encounter plays out and it is your job to steer it in the desired direction. Non-
verbal cues are huge and I could tell based on her randomly checking me out, constantly sitting down
to chat, and general friendly attitude that she was interested.
Where will SH meet up with his newest plate to begin the escalation process? What will SH's Aunt
say when she finds out he conquered a woman over a decade his junior in her honor? Find out
next time on "As The Harem Turns."

https://theredarchive.com/
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So what's your problem? (Classic female shaming tactics.)
151 upvotes | July 30, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Wanted to share one of my regular orangereds from /u/factualfictions who was kind enough to offer
some input to my apparent dilemma. Myself and the other moderators get this type of nonsense on a
near daily basis but this one was so classic I wanted to point out exactly what they do and how they
do it.
"So what's your problem?
from factualfictions sent 19 minutes ago
All you ever do is make antifeminist posts in the red pill. Why so much hate? You need to get a
hobby, or some friends or something. I don't know why you feel so intimidated by strong women, I
guess that's just one of your flaws. I feel really sorry for you, and hope you can one day become a
better person."

All you ever do is make antifeminist posts in the red pill.

Because feminists turn otherwise feminine women into bitter and aggressive pseudo-men. I'm an
attractive masculine man so I have no interest in unattractive masculine women (feminists) and not a
big fan of an institution that prides themselves on brainwashing women into professional victims.
From the sidebar: Here to troll? Here's a Glossary of Shaming Tactics, try to be creative and avoid
these. We know you won't. That's why you're easy to spot.
http://exposingfeminism.wordpress.com/shaming-tactics/

Why so much hate?

Charge of Irascibility (Code Red)
Discussion: The target is accused of having anger management issues. Whatever negative emotions
he has are assumed to be unjustifiable. Examples:
“You’re bitter!” “You need to get over your anger at women.” “You are so negative!” Response:
Anger is a legitimate emotion in the face of injustice. It is important to remember that passive
acceptance of evil is not a virtue.

You need to get a hobby, or some friends or something.

Charge of Unattractiveness (Code Tan) – The Ugly Tan Charge
Discussion: The target is accused of having no romantic potential as far as women are concerned.
Examples:
“I bet you are fat and ugly.” “You can’t get laid!” “Creep!” “Loser!” “Have you thought about the
problem being you?” Response: This is another example of “circumstantial ad hominem.” The
target’s romantic potential ultimately does not reflect on the merit of his arguments.

I don't know why you feel so intimidated by strong women, I guess that's just one of your
flaws.

Charge of Cowardice (Code Yellow)
Discussion: The target is accused of having an unjustifiable fear of interaction with women.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/so-whats-your-problem-classic-female-shaming.5988
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1jdt56/so_whats_your_problem_classic_female_shaming/
http://exposingfeminism.wordpress.com/shaming-tactics/
https://theredarchive.com/
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Examples:
“You need to get over your fear.” “Step up and take a chance like a man!” “You’re afraid of a strong
woman!” Response: It is important to remember that there is a difference between bravery and
stupidity. The only risks that reasonable people dare to take are calculated risks. One weighs the
likely costs and benefits of said risks. As it is, some men are finding out that many women fail a cost-
benefit analysis.

I feel really sorry for you, and hope you can one day become a better person.

Charge of Instability (Code White) – The White Padded Room Charge
Discussion: The target is accused of being emotionally or mentally unstable. Examples:
“You’re unstable.” “You have issues.” “You need therapy.” “Weirdo!” Response: In response to this
attack, one may point to peer-reviewed literature and then ask the accuser if the target’s mental and/or
emotional condition can explain the existence of valid research on the matter.
I quite literally copy and pasted textbook examples of your female shaming tactics directly from an
article that was written almost 6 years ago. You're not new. You're not special. You're just another
self-entitled cunt who should keep her mouth shut while the adults are speaking.

https://theredarchive.com/
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[Mod] Discussing RP ideas with our detractors.
52 upvotes | August 23, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

There are multiple efforts by those who chose the other pill to attempt to engage RP members in
discussion of our theories. Their goal is to use hyperbole, dishonest debate tactics, and shame in order
to quote us out of context so they can fuel their circlejerk. If you willfully bring this nonsense into the
RP network you will be removed from it.
Also, any discussion of TRP with radfems is discouraged. If you honestly believe they are open to
any idea that would fundamentally challenge their chosen ideology - you're delusional.
Fair warning.
-SH

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/mod-discussing-rp-ideas-with-our-detractors.6404
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[mod]Keep reporting rule violations.
50 upvotes | September 24, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Low value content is a rule violation. I just wiped out two full pages of reported posts. Continue
doing a good job.
RESISTANCE IS FUTILE.
-SH

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/modkeep-reporting-rule-violations.6866
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1mzwi3/modkeep_reporting_rule_violations/
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Welcome danabanana9! Our newest moderator.
27 upvotes | November 7, 2013 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

You know her, you respect her, and you laugh when she brutalizes someone. Everyone please join us
in welcoming Ms. Banana to our moderation staff. She says she doesn't want to ban anyone, but we'll
see how long that lasts...
-SH

https://theredarchive.com/r/RedPillWomen/welcome-danabanana9-our-newest-moderator.84040
https://old.reddit.com/r/RedPillWomen/comments/1q3v1r/welcome_danabanana9_our_newest_moderator/
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She doesn't love you.
608 upvotes | November 10, 2013 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

She loves her attraction to you.
I'm going to repeat this because it is that important - She doesn't love you, she only loves her
attraction to you.
Make no mistake fellow high value men, women have no loyalty beyond their own narcissism. The
days of the lifelong partner your grandmother was to your grandfather have been put to rest. The
instant validation and unnecessary amounts of attention your average attractive woman get are
completely out of control, and they thrive on those high dopamine levels. Combine that with our
post-feminist society which never tells women "NO." and you have the current mess. What does this
mean for you? Well, its quite simply really, maintain attraction.
Lift. Dress well. Don't take any shit from anyone, and be the man who puts her in her place. Women
crave leadership and dominance, regardless of what all those pseudo-husband feminists might say.
Just don't think for one second that she loves you, because she doesn't. She loves the tingles you give
her by not being like all the other pandering low value men who have been trying to beat down her
door. She loves the primal orgasms from being held down and ravaged. She loves how her friends
pine over the new mysterious guy, and most importantly she loves that you maintain your frame
when she is being completely irrational, but she does not love you. Remember, she'll get her
dopamine fix with or without you so you might as well get your dick wet for your troubles.
The worst thing a woman can do is accidentally fuck a beta. Provider type men used to be something
noble, something to strive for, but in an age where we have abundance in every facet of our lives -
they're redundant. Women do not have to worry about food, shelter, or security. It is all taken care of
by Big Daddy Government

TM

 (or beta men) so they are free to pursue all their deepest, darkest fantasies
with little to no repercussions. How many threads are posted here regularly that tell the same story?
Happy relationship, good sex, everything is going well but she wants to "mix it up" (ride new cock)
and usually the guy caves. Her attraction is waning and she needs her fix. Movies like Eat, Pray,
Love make this idea popular. Why work on your marriage and care about your family when you can
go get some HOT FOREIGN STRANGE?! Exactly. Don't be the chump husband, be the hot foreign
strange, or, if you're a Heinz 57 like most of us just have enough Dark Triad traits that give her the
tingles.
And please, for the love of FSM, don't fucking talk to me about this unicorn you heard about from a
friend of a friend. We deal in probabilities in this community, and it is highly unlikely you are going
to meet an attractive woman with any sort of loyalty. Yeah, they're out there, just like winning lotto
tickets and Google start-ups are out there. Don't be a victim of regret rape because you caved to her
bullshit and she needs to save face because you are no longer attractive enough to brag to her friends.
Be the attractive guy who holds his space and is ready to replace her at the drop of a hat because that
is exactly how quick her attraction can nose dive. I shouldn't even need to write this last paragraph,
but we've had an explosion of growth lately and with that come the newest flock of people on the
fence. Also, ladies, we don't want your advice. If you want to drop some "truth" about how there are
all kinds of attractive and feminine women out there and we're just going after the insecure bar sluts I
will swiftly remove your cliche cellulite ridden ass from our community.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/she-doesnt-love-you.7827
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1qb7mi/she_doesnt_love_you/
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-SH
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The basics explained, and our direction for 2014.
645 upvotes | January 1, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Well folks, as 2013 wraps up this has been a helluva ride. Our little experiment that /u/pk_atheist put
together has grown to 28,000 members in a little over a year with no sign of slowing down, and easily
one of the most active subs on all of Reddit for its size. Most of us had nowhere to go. We knew the
popular social narrative regarding dating was horseshit, but every time we said anything about it we
were met with vitriol and shaming tactics trying to keep us in line like good little drones. A few of us
got ourselves banned from every major gender based sub and decided enough was enough. Enter
/r/TheRedPill
While you're all nursing hangovers I wanted to take a minute to discuss our philosophy as a whole,
and the direction we want to take for 2014. Just as Reddit is the "front page of the internet"
/r/TheRedPill has become a major "front page of the manosphere" We are now a major hub for all
manosphere related activity. Every single prominent blogger is linked here, browses here, and has
done an AMA. We have an extremely active community and it is only going to get bigger. As that
happens the mod staff refuses to let our signal weaken. We will not have our message softened by
anyone.
What is The Red Pill?
A loose and highly debated collection of frameworks that describe sexual dynamics between men and
women. In short, it is purely information. What each person decides to do with this information is up
to them. Remember, sexual strategy is amoral. You decide what you want to do and how you want to
go about doing it. You are responsible for your overall happiness, and all consequences of your
actions. We're here to provide and discuss the framework.
What is a sexual strategy?
Simply put, it is being honest with yourself about what you want from the opposite sex and putting
together a realistic plan to go after it. For our purposes this is broken down into three main groups:
MGTOW, Plate spinning, and Girlfriend game.
MGTOW
Taken from: http://www.mgtow.com/
Level 1: Situational awareness
This level includes men who are aware of the realities that face them in society, and yet deem the
risks acceptable to have a go at playing the game...
Level 2: Rejection of long-term relationships
Man who rejects all form of long-term personal relationships with women, including but not limited
to marriage, cohabitation of any sort which might be classified as common-law marriage, picking up
for a single mother's children, or any action which might be used in court to turn him into her legal
indentured servant...
Level 3: Rejection of short-term relationships
Man who rejects all form of personal relationships with women, including dating, one-night stands,
friendships, etc. Any contact with unfamiliar women is kept strictly professional and at a minimum...
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Level 4: Economic disengagement
Man who refuses to produce more than is strictly necessary for his individual survival. He will limit
actions that are punished by taxation without jeopardizing his way of life and acceptable standard of
living...
Obviously Level 1 is great, and something we here at TRP agree with, but everything after that is
debatable. Level 2 does not include relationships, which are a valid sexual strategy, and Level 3 does
not include Plates, also a valid sexual strategy. If you can find happiness within this framework,
knock yourself out, but the meat of TRP will be focusing on Plates/Girlfriend game. Being the
pragmatic bunch we are at TRP I honestly want to thank all of you MGTOW out there. By opting out
of dating and society altogether you help drive down the value of pussy by no longer validating
women, and you're less competition for those of us who pursue one of the other two strategies. Blaze
a trail, gentlemen.
Plate spinning
Otherwise known as a "Soft Harem" and a personal favorite of mine. This is basically "dating"
multiple women at once without commitment. Most of us here will tell you flat out that honesty is the
best policy. Let the women know you are not available for exclusivity now, or at any point in the
future. TRP does not condone cheating or lying to women. If you tell a woman you're exclusive and
then fuck around on her I have no problem calling you a shithead. Don't do that, it creates feminists
and other terrible types of women.
http://therationalmale.com/?s=plate
Start at "Plate Theory" and work your way up. This is a gold mine for how to spin up your own Soft
Harem. You'll have to master game and have your frame locked up real tight because this is trial by
fire. Always entertaining, rather exhausting, but if you play it just right you can find short and
sometimes long term happiness.
Girlfriend game
Not exactly something we're known for, but I think there is enough demand that it is relevant.
Women worth giving your commitment to are rare. So rare in fact we call them Unicorns, and you
can consider this TRP on hard mode. Maintaining attraction and frame for one night isn't that hard
once you've had some success and internalized game. Maintaining it throughout the course of a long
term relationship is another beast altogether. This is content we haven't discussed much in the past so
we are looking to the community to drive it. If it is something you're interested in start making theory
posts. Mate selection, maintaining frame, Captain/First Mate dynamics, etc. We aim to be the
premiere hub for all things RP related, and ignoring relationships because they aren't "True RP" is
ignorant. Which leads us into the next section...
Straw Red Pill
This is when RP theories become caricatures of themselves. "Bitter friendzoned neckbeard
MGTOW" or "Sociopath Patrick Bateman Dark Triad alpha bro" Now, normally I'd quote GoT
"Lions, sheep, etc." but we need to avoid doing this to ourselves regardless of what outsiders think.
The RP community is small, and we seem to only want to divide ourselves further over which sexual
strategy is the "best." Personally, I think this is fucking dumb. The career players call the guys who
want a girlfriend "still beta," while the MGTOW call the players "slaves to pussy." Its all bullshit and
it needs to stop. Your strategy is your own to decide, and that doesn't make it objectively better than
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any of the others. Here in TRP our community is built of ALL THREE sexual strategies. If you don't
want to support all three then head on over to the Roosh, MMSL, or MGTOW forums so you can join
in on the masturbatory nonsense.
RPS also had a good point about Alpha and Beta. Guys, listen, they aren't binary, they are spectrums,
and all of us have both.
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1r52pe/a_note_on_real_alphas/
"Occasionally I see conversations regarding "real alpha" comparing two users in a similar context to:
"You're not a real alpha. A real alpha does this.."
"I am a real alpha.. I do this!"
"This board has been invaded by betas!"
Just wanted to make a note that this is basically stupid and for fucks sake drop that shit.
Stop labeling each other alphas and betas, they're terms we use to classify particular behaviors and
help demonstrate good versus bad behavior. Nobody is intrinsically an "alpha," some people just have
more alpha traits than others. Stick to constructive criticism and drop the stupid out-alpha talk. It's not
seddit folks, this conversation has become a caricature of itself.
If somebody is making stupid mistakes, correct them, but don't get into a stupid fight about who's
alpha and who isn't.
Furthermore, of course there are people with beta tendencies here. How the fuck do you expect them
to learn?
And a note to people who are new here or have overwhelmingly beta traits and don't get it: lurk a bit.
Pay special attention to Endorsed Contributors. If you keep giving terrible advice when you don't
know jack shit, I might just make a new user flair: Continuous Blue Balls or something."
2014
It will be business as usual except on a bigger scale. You will see a few new additions to the
moderator staff in the very near future, as well as more emphasis on specific sexual strategy
discussion. We're big enough and have enough moderation that the pathetic radfem trolls do not even
make a dent anymore. RPS has been kind enough to start working on "Plate" and "Girlfriend/LTR
game" link flair to help categorize the new content.
We're the boggieman of Reddit, and I like that infamy, but when new people show up and actually
stay for a minute I want us to be the authority on all things related to sexual strategy. Help us really
flesh out these concepts and maintain our position as a major hub of the manosphere.
Do work.
-SH
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The basics explained, and our direction for 2014.
15 upvotes | January 2, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

/r/TheRedPill/comments/1u6m3m/the_basics_explained_and_our_direction_for_2014/
While this does not affect you all directly I figured it would be a good discussion for our sister sub.
-SH
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Thanks RPS
26 upvotes | February 1, 2014 | /r/ThankTRP | Link | Reddit Link

No bullshit. Thank you for starting up TRP and inviting me. You've put in a metric shit ton worth of
effort in building this community against the rallying shrieks of the masses and from one moderator
to another you need to know that it is appreciated.
-SH
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[Mod]Unless you're Endorsed - Instaban for Concern Trolling.
60 upvotes | February 3, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Otherwise, one warning.
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1woc2r/mod_posting_rules_2014_update/
Concern Trolling
Since we're getting more and more users every day, the signal to noise ratio is bound to decline by at
least a little bit. Because of this, we have decided that one such dampener to signal is concern
trolling. From this point forward, we will delete any post that attempts to "steer" the subreddit or
complains about the direction of content.
If for some reason you're not happy with the quality of posts here, I encourage you to upvote good
material, downvote bad material, and submit your own high-quality material.
The updated rules were posted TWO days ago. Pay attention, and don't do it again. That goes for
everyone.
Edit: Apparently some people can't take a hint. I just banned an EC member, and will continue to do
so until you understand how serious we are. Contact us via modmail with your concerns, or keep
them to yourselves. While we are willing to discuss the direction of the sub, in private, as of now this
rule stands - so any comments made in this thread will be removed.
-SH
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If any of you hens find TRP to be a little too raw...(crosspost
from TRP)
47 upvotes | February 4, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1x0gln/the_five_stages_of_red_pill_and_how_to_rea
d_rtrp/
Also, the original
http://rationalmale.wordpress.com/2012/07/25/the-5-stages-of-unplugging/
"I'm probably not the first person to observe that taking the red pill is a gradual process, and that the
loss of illusions, like any other loss, initiates a grieving process.
But it's worth pointing out that psychology's general "five stages" model of the grieving process
applies to TRP.

Denial: "Women aren't like that! They're people just like everyone else! Treat them all as1.
individuals, and you're sure to find the right one!"
Anger: "WTF! Bitches are all like this! They have no honour, no loyalty, and they don't really2.
love anyone but themselves! Fucking cunts!"
Bargaining: "If I work real hard and learn all the pickup moves, then at least I'll get laid."3.
Depression: "Getting laid by shallow, obnoxious women has become dull and unrewarding.4.
And there's no sense looking for a unicorn. Maybe I'll just be MGTOW for a while."
Acceptance: "Women aren't bad. My expectations of them, and theirs of me, were based on5.
faulty premises. They are creatures of instinct, just like I am... but of different instincts. If I
learn what those instincts are, and teach them about mine, we can develop realistic expectations
of each other and get along just fine."

If we really want to understand what gets written here, in its proper context, we need to understand
that most "Red Pill Theory" posts will belong to one of these five stages. Each stage has value,
because to reach a later one, you must go through the earlier ones. And, as in grieving, the progress
through is seldom linear, smooth, uniform, and one-directional.
But to understand each post in context, it helps to mentally decide which stage it belongs to, and read
it with that in mind.
This is why concern trolling and tone policing have no place here. Not because extremism is our
banner (we have no banner, we are not a crusade), but because venting, discussing and understanding
anger is a legitimate part of phase 2. Saying that women aren't worth hanging about with, even for
sex, is part of phase 4.
If I were to say "don't be so angry" to someone who comes here to say "all women are bitches and
whores", then I would be interrupting his process of coming to terms with the loss of his illusions. It
would be far better for me to tell him that his feelings are important (because feels actually
sometimes are important), and that his anger is not bottomless, and that it will eventually run dry.
So when I read a text post here, some red pill theory, some rant, I just say to myself "stage 2". Or
"stage 3". Or "stage 5". And then I continue reading. Because they are all useful. Even if I am
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(mostly) over my own anger, understanding other men's anger helps me, because it teaches me more
about where the disconnect between reality and our expectations occurs.
But to anyone who doesn't understand that TRP posts come from different stages of the process...
well, a lot of what's written here just isn't going to make sense. "
Even though this fella got himself banned from RPW he knows his RP theory. This should help clear
up some of the confusion concerning the relationship between TRP and RPW, and why TRP can
come off so brutally at times. Most of the new men are stuck in stages 1 and 2. 3 are your plate
spinners, 4 are your MGTOW, and 5 are the men who have LTR potential - the ones who you would
want to attract. If you're unfamiliar with any of these concepts I suggest you go read the following.
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1u6m3m/the_basics_explained_and_our_direction_fo
r_2014/
-SH
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AWALT/AMALT - Whether you're brand new or a veteran,
read this.
259 upvotes | March 10, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

ALL Women Are Like That/ALL Men Are Like That
Another surge in growth, another batch of newbies attempting to co-opt our message to fit their
narrative. It is not going to happen, so read carefully and educate yourself.
Hypergamy, Solipsism, Rationalization, and Dark Triad traits.
These are core concepts of The Red Pill and you need to understand they apply to every single person
on this planet. Yes. You, your mother, your sister, your girlfriend, your best friend, and your boss.
All definitions will be taken from the sidebar and then I will explain them in a little more detail.
"Hypergamy - The instinctual urge for women to seek out the best alpha available. This is marked by
maximizing rejection (therefore women are the selective gender). A woman will vet her alpha
through various shit tests to ensure his "health" on the alpha scale. She is conditioned to recognize a
declining alpha, as hypergamy also tends to continue seeking out higher status males even while with
an alpha male. Shit tests allow her to prepare herself for eventually leaving when a new higher status
male is found. If the male fails shit tests to a great enough degree, it will effect her feelings for him.
He will effectively lower his sexual market value in her eyes. This will enable her to jump to the next
male with ease and little remorse."
When a woman "falls in love" with you she falls in love with the man you are at that point in your
relationship. If over the course of the relationship you lose your job, gain a bunch of weight, stop
challenging/dominating her, and generally become a supplicating low value male she will lose her
attraction to you and start pursuing other options. This is the natural course women have evolved to
insure they do not get impregnated with inferior genetics and/or behavior. Now, understand this
doesn't mean that as soon as a Tall, Dark, and Handsome

TM

 walks by she is instantly going to ditch
you. As long as you are more valuable than she is, and you maintain a strong frame she has no reason
to stray. This is where her solipsism can actually aid you. She views the world through only her
perspective, and you are the highest value man in her world. Maintain this and you will maintain her
loyalty.
Men also have hypergamy but it isn't quite as harsh as women's, and generally revolves around her
beauty and femininity whereas with women there are many more factors because of the different
attraction triggers between the sexes.
"Solipsism - extreme preoccupation with and indulgence of one's feelings, desires, etc.; egoistic self-
absorption."
This actually isn't in our glossary, and damn does that need to be updated, but it is on dictionary.com
Basically, this is viewing the world through only your perspective. Both sexes do it, but just like with
hypergamy, women do it more often and to a greater degree. You can see it in any conversation you
have with a woman, especially about other women. They will take any criticism directed at women
personally, and if you attempt to debate a woman about something and prove her wrong she cannot
separate the topic from her own feelings and will usually attempt to concoct some psychological
warfare to throw you off. There is also a phenomenon called "in-group gender bias" which
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perpetuates female solipsism. Long story short, historically women had to band together for survival
and naturally trust each other more than they trust men. From a strictly reproductive stand point,
women are also worth more than men because they make the babies. All of this ties in together and
explains why women naturally defend each other, and have a hard time putting themselves in other
people's shoes, or, solipsism. That is until a high value man comes along, and then many of them will
slit each other's throats to attract him. Evolution hard at work.
"Rationalization - The tendency for women to use rationalization to resolve mental conflict and
avoid cognitive dissonance. The core mechanism that allows women to say one thing and do a
different thing."
As we continue the trend, yes, men do it too, but not nearly as often or to the same degree. Examples
are posted constantly in the sub and if you need any further proof head on over to /r/pussypass and
look at what these women say. It is unbelievable the mental gymnastics that women are capable of to
avoid accountability and responsibility, but such is life. Learn how to make the hamster work for you
instead of against.
Friend of plate: "Wow, he seems kind of rude and stand offish."
Plate: "Nahhh, he's actually kind of sweet once you get to know him."
I've used this trick for over a decade. No darlin' I am absolutely rude and stand offish but the
difference is - you're attracted to me.
Dark Triad traits
Another term not in our highly outdated glossary, but it is on wiki.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_triad
Narcissism is characterized by grandiosity, pride, egotism, and a lack of empathy.
Machiavellianism is characterized by manipulation and exploitation of others, a cynical disregard for
morality, and a focus on self-interest and deception.
Psychopathy is characterized by enduring antisocial behavior, impulsivity, selfishness, callousness,
and remorselessness.
Many of you chuckleheads seem to think you have none of these traits, well new guy, you do. We all
do, and the women do as well. The difference is to what degree. There is a pretty decent test which I
believe is actually the standard for Psychology.
http://personality-testing.info/tests/SD3.php
DEGREE
I just touched on this but let me clarify.
EVERY SINGLE HAIRLESS CHIMP ON THIS PLANET HAS THESE BEHAVIORS. ALL
7.149 BILLION OF US.
YOU ARE NOT SPECIAL.
Now, the difference is degree. Some men have a high Psychopathy percentile, some women have a
low solipsism percentile, and some men have a high hypergamy percentile. Regardless, we all have
these behavioral traits and the thing that separates us is degree. Men will generally be higher (Dark
Triad) in some areas, while women will be generally higher (Solipsism, Hypergamy, Rationalization)
in others. Some of it is nature, and some of it is nurture, but either way they affect all of us.
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AWALT/AMALT (Repost/Crosspost from TRP)
15 upvotes | March 22, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/201w35/awaltamalt_whether_youre_brand_new_or_
a_veteran/
ALL Women Are Like That/ALL Men Are Like That
Another surge in growth, another batch of newbies attempting to co-opt our message to fit their
narrative. It is not going to happen, so read carefully and educate yourself.
Hypergamy, Solipsism, Rationalization, and Dark Triad traits.
These are core concepts of The Red Pill and you need to understand they apply to every single person
on this planet. Yes. You, your mother, your sister, your girlfriend, your best friend, and your boss.
All definitions will be taken from the sidebar and then I will explain them in a little more detail.
"Hypergamy - The instinctual urge for women to seek out the best alpha available. This is marked by
maximizing rejection (therefore women are the selective gender). A woman will vet her alpha
through various shit tests to ensure his "health" on the alpha scale. She is conditioned to recognize a
declining alpha, as hypergamy also tends to continue seeking out higher status males even while with
an alpha male. Shit tests allow her to prepare herself for eventually leaving when a new higher status
male is found. If the male fails shit tests to a great enough degree, it will effect her feelings for him.
He will effectively lower his sexual market value in her eyes. This will enable her to jump to the next
male with ease and little remorse."
When a woman "falls in love" with you she falls in love with the man you are at that point in your
relationship. If over the course of the relationship you lose your job, gain a bunch of weight, stop
challenging/dominating her, and generally become a supplicating low value male she will lose her
attraction to you and start pursuing other options. This is the natural course women have evolved to
insure they do not get impregnated with inferior genetics and/or behavior. Now, understand this
doesn't mean that as soon as a Tall, Dark, and Handsome

TM

 walks by she is instantly going to ditch
you. As long as you are more valuable than she is, and you maintain a strong frame she has no reason
to stray. This is where her solipsism can actually aid you. She views the world through only her
perspective, and you are the highest value man in her world. Maintain this and you will maintain her
loyalty.
Men also have hypergamy but it isn't quite as harsh as women's, and generally revolves around her
beauty and femininity whereas with women there are many more factors because of the different
attraction triggers between the sexes.
"Solipsism - extreme preoccupation with and indulgence of one's feelings, desires, etc.; egoistic self-
absorption."
This actually isn't in our glossary, and damn does that need to be updated, but it is on dictionary.com
Basically, this is viewing the world through only your perspective. Both sexes do it, but just like with
hypergamy, women do it more often and to a greater degree. You can see it in any conversation you
have with a woman, especially about other women. They will take any criticism directed at women
personally, and if you attempt to debate a woman about something and prove her wrong she cannot
separate the topic from her own feelings and will usually attempt to concoct some psychological
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warfare to throw you off. There is also a phenomenon called "in-group gender bias" which
perpetuates female solipsism. Long story short, historically women had to band together for survival
and naturally trust each other more than they trust men. From a strictly reproductive stand point,
women are also worth more than men because they make the babies. All of this ties in together and
explains why women naturally defend each other, and have a hard time putting themselves in other
people's shoes, or, solipsism. That is until a high value man comes along, and then many of them will
slit each other's throats to attract him. Evolution hard at work.
"Rationalization - The tendency for women to use rationalization to resolve mental conflict and
avoid cognitive dissonance. The core mechanism that allows women to say one thing and do a
different thing."
As we continue the trend, yes, men do it too, but not nearly as often or to the same degree. Examples
are posted constantly in the sub and if you need any further proof head on over to /r/pussypass and
look at what these women say. It is unbelievable the mental gymnastics that women are capable of to
avoid accountability and responsibility, but such is life. Learn how to make the hamster work for you
instead of against.
Friend of plate: "Wow, he seems kind of rude and stand offish."
Plate: "Nahhh, he's actually kind of sweet once you get to know him."
I've used this trick for over a decade. No darlin' I am absolutely rude and stand offish but the
difference is - you're attracted to me.
Dark Triad traits
Another term not in our highly outdated glossary, but it is on wiki.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_triad
Narcissism is characterized by grandiosity, pride, egotism, and a lack of empathy.
Machiavellianism is characterized by manipulation and exploitation of others, a cynical disregard for
morality, and a focus on self-interest and deception.
Psychopathy is characterized by enduring antisocial behavior, impulsivity, selfishness, callousness,
and remorselessness.
Many of you chuckleheads seem to think you have none of these traits, well new guy, you do. We all
do, and the women do as well. The difference is to what degree. There is a pretty decent test which I
believe is actually the standard for Psychology.
http://personality-testing.info/tests/SD3.php
DEGREE
I just touched on this but let me clarify.
EVERY SINGLE HAIRLESS CHIMP ON THIS PLANET HAS THESE BEHAVIORS. ALL
7.149 BILLION OF US.
YOU ARE NOT SPECIAL.
Now, the difference is degree. Some men have a high Psychopathy percentile, some women have a
low solipsism percentile, and some men have a high hypergamy percentile. Regardless, we all have
these behavioral traits and the thing that separates us is degree. Men will generally be higher (Dark
Triad) in some areas, while women will be generally higher (Solipsism, Hypergamy, Rationalization)
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in others. Some of it is nature, and some of it is nurture, but either way they affect all of us.
-SH
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[mod]#redpillwomen has been moved to a new IRC network.
10 upvotes | July 15, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

Kindly update your clients and links.
Servers
Registering your nickname
Protecting your anonymity
I'm lazy
-SH
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[mod]#theredpill has been moved to a new IRC network.
53 upvotes | July 15, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Kindly update your clients and links.
Servers
Registering your nickname
Protecting your anonymity
I'm lazy
-SH

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/modtheredpill-has-been-moved-to-a-new-irc-network.17954
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2apwm3/modtheredpill_has_been_moved_to_a_new_irc_network/
https://www.quakenet.org/servers
https://www.quakenet.org/help/q/how-to-register-an-account-with-q
https://www.quakenet.org/help/security/how-can-i-hide-my-hostname-on-quakenet
https://kiwiirc.com/client/servercentral.il.us.quakenet.org/theredpill/servercentral.il.us.quakenet.org/
https://theredarchive.com/
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[mod] Males. Read.
122 upvotes | July 24, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link

Stop doing the following or you will be removed from RPW and possibly TRP.
1.) Patting the hens on the head. While I can relate to how refreshing it is for a feminine woman to
confirm RP core values do not forget we are in the business of destroying pedestals. Not only are you
failing to do so, but you're substituting step ladders instead. Enough.
2.) RP males: Understand that while both TRP and RPW are built from the same general knowledge
base, RPW only has one sexual strategy while TRP has three. They are attempting (and succeeding)
at being the most attractive women they can be in order to land an attractive high value man. This
man will most likely have no idea what "RP" even means. Stick to TRP, because RPW are actively
seeking relationships.
3.) Asking advice. Are you serious? You can't just avoid TRP because you don't like the tone or
answer even though we both know it is exactly what you need to hear. You don't ask women for
advice about women, period.
-SH

https://theredarchive.com/r/RedPillWomen/mod-males-read.2110
https://old.reddit.com/r/RedPillWomen/comments/2bmuu0/mod_males_read/
https://theredarchive.com/
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